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Abstract 
Section 15 of the Property (Relationships) Act 1976 was passed in 2001 as a substantial 
and controversial reform to New Zealand’s relationship property regime. Despite the 
laudable ambition of remedying significant economic disparities between separating 
spouses, civil union and de facto couples through s 15, this has failed to materialise. 
Section 15 has introduced uncertainty and inconsistency into what is otherwise a clear, 
rules-based regime.  
 
This paper provides a law reform perspective on how s 15 came to be an illustration of 
poor law reform. It argues the substance of the provision cannot be critiqued in the 
abstract, as the difficulties of s 15 are directly linked to deficiencies in its reform process. 
It unravels the procedural, conceptual and judicial challenges to this reform. Key players 
in s 15’s reform were constrained by the political environment, and were required to 
make trade-offs to effect reform in the circumstances. Section 15’s policy direction 
created conceptual tensions with the broader statutory scheme. The courts have struggled 
to play an effective role in the application and development of s 15 due to inadequate 
guidance and a reluctance to depart from the imbedded foundational principles of the 
Act. It is argued that these challenges to s 15 reveal broader impediments to law reform 
in New Zealand. Many of the identified challenges ought to be taken into consideration if 
s 15 is to be the subject of further reform in the future. 
 
 
Key words: “Economic Disparity”; “S 15 Property (Relationships) Act 1976”; 
“Relationship Property”; “Law Reform”; “Policy". 
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I Introduction 
 

Law is a means, a specific social means, not an end.1 
—Hans Kelson (1941) 

 
Law reform is an important discipline. It operates as part of the “stable machinery of 
modernity”,2 ensuring that the law is proactive and responsive rather than static. But law 
reform is not always successful. The Property (Relationships) Act 1976 (“the Act”) was 
plagued by poor law reform practice in 2001 when Parliament passed s 15, a 
controversial amendment to the Act.3 Section 15 constituted a philosophical departure 
from the equal sharing, rules-based relationship property regime towards discretionary 
justice aimed at achieving substantive equality. It compensates for significant disparities 
in earning power and living standards between parties, caused by the division of 
functions throughout the relationship.4  
 
While s 15 represents a laudable social idea, it was compromised by its inept execution.5 
The provision’s conceptual incoherency has destabilised the core of certainty previously 
provided by New Zealand’s relationship property regime.6 As a result, s 15 has been 
applied inconsistently and unpredictably. Courts have failed to set awards at appropriate 
levels. Significant economic disadvantage upon the breakdown of relationships continues 
to subsist. In recognition of these problems, the Law Commission has undertaken to 
assess s 15 as part of its comprehensive review of the Act.7 No doubt, s 15 ought to be 
further reformed if it is to properly fulfil its potential.   
 

  
1  Hans Kelson “The Law as a Specific Social Technique” (1941) 9 U Chi L Rev 75 at 80. 
2  Michael Kirby “Are We There Yet?” in Brian Opeskin and David Weisbrot (eds) The Promise of Law 
 Reform (The Federation Press, Sydney, 2005) 433 at 445. 
3  The Property (Relationships) Act 1976 regulates the division of relationship property between married,  

civil union and de facto couples.  
4  Mark Henaghan and Bill Atkin Family Law Policy in New Zealand (2nd ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 
 2002) at 177. 
5  Robert Fisher “Relationship Property – Should New Zealand’s Regime Be Mandatory or Optional?” 
 (paper presented to Colloquium on 40 Years of the PRA: Reflection and Reform, Auckland, December 
 2016) at 2. 
6  Henaghan and Atkin, above n 4, at 2. 
7  The Law Commission commenced its project in May 2016. At the time of writing the Law 
 Commission is researching issues. It will report to the Minister with its recommendations by 
 November 2018. 
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The purpose of this paper is not to extensively critique the substance of s 15. Rather, it 
provides a law reform perspective on how s 15 came to be an illustration of poor law 
reform. It is argued that s 15’s problems are the result of deficiencies in its reform 
process. This paper identifies these deficiencies and unravels the challenges to s 15’s 
reform. Part IV analyses the procedural challenges, including the political context and the 
swift legislative process followed by s 15. It argues that the hasty passage of the 
provision led to an unsubstantiated problem definition and policy aim, and compromised 
the level of pre-legislative scrutiny. Part V identifies the conceptual challenges to 
devising s 15 in a way that was coherent with the broader statutory scheme. Tensions 
with the underlying principles of the Act have added to the provision’s uncertainty. Part 
VI evaluates the impact of the courts on this reform. The level of discretion conferred on 
the courts, inadequate guidance from the purposes and principles of the Act, combined 
with an imbedded culture of equal sharing have adversely influenced the way in which s 
15 is applied in court. These challenges indicate broader impediments to law reform in 
New Zealand. Finally, Part VII considers ‘what could have been’ in respect of s 15, had 
the law reform process been better effected. 
 
II Examining Section 15 
When a qualifying relationship ends, parties must determine how to meet the ongoing 
financial needs of those involved and how to divide relationship property. The former 
inquiry is guided by the law on adult maintenance under the Family Proceedings Act 
1980, which provides for maintenance payments to meet the recipient’s ongoing financial 
needs for a transitional period. The Property (Relationships) Act 1976 determines the 
latter. This scheme is premised on formal equality through a presumption of equal 
sharing, guided by the clean break and no fault principles.  
 
Difficulty arises where an equal division of relationship property leads to economic 
disparity between parties, due to the different roles the parties have played throughout the 
relationship. ‘Economic disparity’ refers to the financial inequality, or economic 
discrepancy, suffered between parties on the breakdown of their relationship. Under the 
equal sharing rule, the higher income earner will be better off financially compared to 
their spouse or partner. Section 15 aims to compensate the party who has contributed to 
the relationship in important, less tangible ways such as caring for the children and 
undertaking domestic duties.8  

  
8  (29 March 2001) 591 NZPD 8625. 
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A Elements to a Section 15 Claim 

Sections 15 and 15A are two discretionary powers available to the court to remedy 
economic disparity.9 Section 15 is invoked once a qualifying relationship has ended and 
relationship property has been valued and provisionally divided in accordance with ss 11-
14A.10  Section 15 is the focus of this paper, as it is more frequently relied upon and 
contains a more general power to award a sum of money or property out of one party’s 
share of the relationship property pool in order to compensate for economic disparity. In 
contrast, s 15A aims to compensate for the wealthier party’s actions that increased their 
individual separate wealth.11 Economic disparity provides a threshold test before the 
court will consider an award.12 
 
It is worthwhile to set out s 15 in full:  
 

(1) This section applies if, on the division of relationship property, the court is 
satisfied that, after the marriage, civil union, or de facto relationship ends, the 
income and living standards of one spouse or partner (party B) are likely to be 
significantly higher than the other spouse or partner (party A) because of the 
effects of the division of functions within the marriage, civil union, or de facto 
relationship while the parties were living together. 

(2) In determining whether or not to make an order under this section, the court may 
have regard to— 

(a) the likely earning capacity of each spouse or partner: 

(b) the responsibilities of each spouse or partner for the ongoing daily care of 
any minor or dependent children of the marriage, civil union, or de facto 
relationship: 

(c) any other relevant circumstances. 

(3) If this section applies, the court, if it considers it just, may, for the purpose of 
compensating party A,— 

(a) order party B to pay party A a sum of money out of party B’s relationship 
property: 

  
9  Bill Atkin and Wendy Parker Relationship Property in New Zealand (Butterworths, Wellington, 2001) 
 at 93. 
10  de Malmanche v de Malmanche [2002] 2 NZLR 838 (HC) at [151]. 
11  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 112-113. 
12  At 112-113. 
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(b) order party B to transfer to party A any other property out of party B’s 
relationship property. 

(4) This section overrides sections 11 to 14A. 

 
Section 15 comprises a jurisdictional test and a broader discretionary component.13 
Jurisdiction to make an award hinges on the claimant proving both the requisite economic 
disparity – likely significant disparity in income and living standards – and causation.14 
The reference to “likely” means that the court must have regard to clear evidence of what 
the probable future situation will be.15 The Act does not elaborate on the meaning of 
“significant”, but the courts have defined it as something “noteworthy” or “important”.16 
The division of functions must have been a “real and substantial” cause of the economic 
disparity,17 but it need not be the sole or principal factor.18  
 
The final exercise under s 15 is discretionary. After establishing the first two 
jurisdictional hurdles, the court then turns to s 15(2) in deciding whether to make an 
order. It is not mandatory that the courts have regard to these factors. Other relevant 
circumstances the court may consider include the age of the parties, length of the 
relationship, and how long the disparity is likely to endure.19 The court has an overriding 
discretion to make an award if it considers it “just”.20 But the concept of “just” is not 
fixed, and the discretionary assessment is “not amenable to a prescribed formula”.21 If 
compensation is justified, the court must then determine the quantum. The provision does 
not stipulate how to determine quantum. Orders are subject to some constraints. 
Compensation can only be paid as a one-off lump sum or by transfer of property.22 This 
payment can only be met from property derived from the relationship or marriage.23  
  
13  See generally Joanna Miles “Dealing With Economic Disparity: An Analysis of Section 15 Property 
 (Relationships) Act 1976” (2003) 5 NZ L Rev 535 at 538. 
14  S v C (JES v JBC) [2007] NZFLR 472 (HC) at [30]. 
15  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 96-97. 
16  P v P [2003] NZFLR 925 (FC) at [172]. 
17  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 99. See also S v C (JES v JBC), above n 14, at [31]; and Carol Peters  

“Economic Disparity – Practical Implications” (2002) 5 NZLJ 460 at 462. 
18  Brinsley Donald Inglis “New Zealand Family Law in the 21st Century” (Thompson Brookers, 
 Wellington, 2007) at 1081. 
19  Claire Green “The impact of section 15 of the Property (Relationships) Act 1976 on the vexing 
 problem of economic disparity” (Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) Thesis, University of Otago, 2013) at 
 60. 
20  Section 15(3). 
21  X v X [2009] NZCA 399, [2010] 1 NZLR 601 at [115]. 
22  Section 15(3)(a) and (b). 
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B Purpose of Section 15 

The purpose of s 15 was commendable. Section 15 was to “provide fair property division 
upon the breakdown of a relationship”.24 It aimed to further the Act’s concept of equality 
by providing for a shift away from formal equality (reflected in the Act’s presumption of 
equal-sharing) to achieving equality of result. There was broad recognition that equal 
division of relationship property often resulted in residual economic disparity between 
parties.25 Hon Margaret Wilson, Associate Minister of Justice at the time, spoke of the 
Bill as a response to current law that operates “unfairly and perpetuates injustice”.26 The 
equal division of property did not necessarily ensure the partners each received a fair 
deal.27  
 
The insertion of ss 1M and 1N as part of the 2001 reforms reflected the Act’s shifting 
focus to equality of result.28 Section 15 is read in light of s 1N(c) in particular, which 
states that “a just division of relationship property has regard to the economic advantages 
or disadvantages” arising from the relationship or its ending. This accords with judicial 
acknowledgement that s 15 can compensate for the loss of one party’s earning capacity 
and/or the enhancement of the other’s.29 Further, all forms of contribution, whether 
financial or non-financial, are to be treated equally.30 These principles reflect the 
scheme’s broader purpose of achieving equality through the equal recognition of different 
forms of contribution.31 
 
Section 15 was aimed at mitigating a gendered issue. While the Act applies to men and 
women equally,32 proponents of the reform identified that the harsh operation of equal 
sharing rules disproportionately affected women. Sue Kedgley MP stated:33 
 

                                                                                                                                                  
23  Section 15(3)(a) and (b). 
24  (29 March 2001) 591 NZPD 8625. 
25  M v B [2006] 3 NZLR 660 (CA) at [123]. 
26  (29 March 2001) 591 NZPD 8626. 
27  At 8625. 
28  See Appendix for the full text of ss 1M and 1N. 
29   M v B, above n 25, at [199] per William Young P. See also X v X, above n 21, at [49] and [118] per 
 Robertson J; and Miles, above n 13, at 538.  
30  Section 1N(b). 
31  Bill Atkin “What Kind of Property is ‘Relationship Property’?” (2016) 47(3) VUWLR 345 at 351. 
32  (29 February 2000) 582 NZPD 833-834. 
33  At 839.  
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[Economic disparity] is a fundamental discrimination that goes to the heart of our 
society and discriminates against women, and it is primarily women because the 
facts are that only 4 per cent of men, compared with 61 per cent of women, stay at 
home full time with young children, and only ten per cent of mothers of preschoolers 
are employed full time in the workforce. 

 
Section 15 was passed over one and a half decades ago. It is unclear whether the purposes 
of s 15 are still as pertinent nowadays because society has undoubtedly transformed. The 
historic demarcation in familial roles has become blurred. The increase in civil unions, 
same-sex couples, and stay-at-home fathers has changed the family dynamic. So has the 
increase of female participation in the workforce.34 However, claimants of s 15 awards 
are still disproportionately female.35 Section 15 is still a gendered issue, but perhaps less 
so than before. This problem is indirectly linked to a more systemic failure in society to 
address equality between men and women.36  
 
For the most part, the original purposes of s 15 are still relevant. This raises a 
fundamental question: why were these objectives necessary in the first place? The answer 
lies in the history of s 15’s policy. 

C Policy History 

The motivation for s 15 derived from the defects in preceding legislation. An account of 
the provision’s policy history goes some way to explaining the incongruity of s 15 and 
how it has come to be an illustration of poor law reform.  

1 The impetus for equal sharing  

Prior to the Matrimonial Property Act 1976, property division was governed by the 
Matrimonial Property Act 1963. The 1963 Act conferred broad discretion to judges, 
which gave rise to prejudicial judicial attitudes. For example, North P in E v E stated:37 
 
  
34  Since 1986 female participation in the labour force has increased by more than 50 per cent. However, 
 as at June 2016 the labour force participation rate of the female population was 64.6 per cent while the 
 labour force participation rate of males was 75.2 per cent: Ministry for Women “Labour Force 
 Participation” (6 September 2016) <www.women.govt.nz>. 
35  There are obviously exceptions to this. For example, the claimants were male in Wills v Catsburg 
 [2016] NZFC 851; and de Malmanche, above n 10. 
36  For example, the gender pay gap sits at approximately 12.7 per cent as at the time of writing this 
 paper. See Gail Pacheco, Chao Li and Bill Cochrane Empirical Evidence of the Gender Pay Gap in 
 New Zealand (Ministry for Women, March 2017) at 7. 
37  E v E [1971] NZLR 859 (CA) at 855. 

http://www.women.govt.nz/
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The mere fact that a wife has been a good wife and looked after her husband well 
domestically, cannot possibly, in my opinion, justify an order being made in her 
favour in respect of a business owned by the husband in the running of which the 
wife had no share. 

 
Wide discretion resulted in unfairness due to the entrenched views of a number of judges 
who lagged behind in community attitudes.38 As Lord Simon characterised the dilemma 
of unequal bearing of non-financial contributions, “[t]he cock bird can feather his nest 
precisely because he is not required to spend most of his time sitting on it”.39 
 
The Matrimonial Property Act 1976 was necessitated by the difficulties inherent in its 
predecessor statute. It was a pioneering piece of legislation for its time. The Act received 
cross-party support but was publicly opposed by numerous senior judges with entrenched 
prejudicial views.40  
 
The 1976 Act introduced a clear and comprehensive rules-based approach to matrimonial 
property division. This stood in marked contrast to the previous discretionary approach, 
making the decision to resort back to a broad discretion under s 15 all the more 
interesting. The Act represented a deferred community property regime, as it applied 
community-type rules at the end of a marriage.41 The 1976 reforms aimed to achieve 
economic equality between spouses upon the end of a marriage through a strong 
presumption of equal division of marital property.42 This presumption was based on the 
philosophy of marriage as a partnership of equals.43 Other principles imbedded in the Act 
were the clean break principle and the retrospective nature of the law.44 The Act altered 
the concept of “contribution”, so that contributions were those made to the marriage, 
which included, but was not limited to, the property of that marriage.45 Financial 

  
38  Sian Elias, “Separate Property – Rose v Rose” (paper presented to Family Court Conference, 
 Wellington, August 2011) at 4. For example, in E v E, above n 37, North P referred to the “wife who 
 may be able to go into the arms of her lover well equipped with worldly possessions”. 
39  Jocelyn Simon “With all my Worldly Goods” (Presidential Address to the Holdsworth Club, 
 Holdsworth Lecture 1964, Birmingham) cited in Report of a Special Committee “Matrimonial 
 Property” (presented to Minister of Justice, June 1972) at 11.  
40  Elias, above n 38, at 4. 
41  Bill Atkin “Reforming Property Division in New Zealand: From Marriage to Relationships” (2001) 3  

EJLR 349 at 351. 
42  Miles, above n 13, at 536. 
43  Henaghan and Atkin, above n 4, at 184. 
44  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 4. 
45  At 3. 
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contributions were not to be considered of greater importance than non-financial 
contributions. Part of the Act’s wider legislative purpose was assisting the equal status of 
women in society.46  

2 Recognition of residual economic disparity 

The reconceptualisation of marriage as a partnership of equals was initially well received, 
but discontent with the 1976 Act began to emerge in the 1980s. An equal division of 
assets often resulted in inequality of outcome, as it did not account for the unequal 
earning potential of spouses caused by the different roles undertaken throughout the 
marriage. The 1976 reform occurred at a time where New Zealand society was 
undergoing rapid transformation.47 Social forces quickly overtook much of the substance 
of the Act.48 Further adaptation of the Act was required. 
 
In 1988, the Report of the Working Group on Matrimonial Property and Family 
Protection and the Report of the Royal Commission on Social Policy were produced.49 
Both reports identified the problem of economic disparity. The Royal Commission noted 
that the receipt of half of the matrimonial home or assets did not leave the parties on 
equal footing.50 The Working Group also noted that the continued care of children often 
increased economic disparity following separation.51 The Working Group made a number 
of recommendations to mitigate unfairness, such as widening the base of matrimonial 
property, tightening the equal division rule, and making it easier to access property held 
by trusts and companies. However, it was reluctant to make recommendations on 
economic disparity and de facto couples, opting for a relatively conservative approach of 
encouraging the award of lump sum maintenance at the same time as winding up the 
property.52 Bringing future needs into the calculation of shares in property was 
considered too complex.53 
 

  
46  Matrimonial Property Amendment Bill 1998 (109-1) (explanatory note) at 1. 
47  Elias, above n 38, at 4. 
48  At 4. 
49  Department of Justice Report of the Working Group on Matrimonial Property and Family Protection 
 (October 1988); and Royal Commission on Social Policy The April Report Vol IV (April 1988). 
50  Royal Commission on Social Policy, above n 49, at 18-19 and 217-223. 
51  Department of Justice, above n 49, at 5-6. 
52  Henaghan and Atkin, above n 4, at 185. 
53  At 185. 
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The real impetus for a legal remedy for economic disparity came from the Court of 
Appeal in Z v Z (No 2).54 Mr and Mrs Z were married for 28 years. Prior to marrying, 
Mrs Z was on a higher income than her husband. During the marriage, Mrs Z gave up 
work to focus on raising their three children and looking after the home. Upon separation, 
her expected income was $7000 from the social security benefit. Mr Z’s income was over 
$300,000.55 The value of the matrimonial property totalled $900,000. The Court was 
asked to determine whether a spouse’s earning capacity was “property” within the 
meaning of the Matrimonial Property Act 1976, following the Family Court’s decision to 
award the wife a share of her husband’s future earnings. Whilst considering that “such an 
outcome cannot be easily reconciled with the objectives of equality and justice 
underlying the Act”, the Court could not treat enhanced earning as “property” even 
though it would be in line with the policy and spirit of the Act.56 The Court 
acknowledged the harsh operation of the equal- sharing rule on women who had forgone 
participation in the workforce to care for children and the household.57 The Court 
highlighted the “need for a concept of property which is capable of reflecting the 
contribution of the non-career wife to the income earning capacity of her husband”.58 

3 The passage of section 15 

Section 15 was a late addition to an otherwise drawn-out reform of the Matrimonial 
Property Act 1976. A description of s 15’s journey through Parliament will inform the 
analysis of the provision’s procedural challenges in Part IV. 
 
The reform process began in 1998 under the National Government when the Minister of 
Justice, Douglas Graham, introduced two related Bills into Parliament. The Matrimonial 
Property Amendment Bill amended the existing matrimonial property legislation to deal 
with marriages ending upon death. The De Facto Relationships (Property) Bill provided 
for the inclusion of heterosexual de facto couples within the ambit of the relationship 
property regime, subject to some differences.59  
 

  
54  Z v Z (No 2) [1997] NZLR 258 (CA). 
55  Mrs Z’s health problems precluded her from resuming full time work, so the $7000 was based on her  

benefit entitlement. 
56  Z v Z (No 2), above n 54, at 30. 
57  At 29. 
58  At 42. 
59  The National Party placed significant importance on the institution of marriage, so introduced a 
 weaker presumption of equal sharing for de facto couples.  
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The Matrimonial Amendment Bill did not address economic disparity. In considering the 
two Bills, the Government Administration Committee reported on the many submissions 
from those concerned with the economic disparity issue.60 However, the majority of the 
Select Committee thought that economic disparity could be dealt with through pre-
existing maintenance provisions. The two Bills then languished due to other priorities on 
the Government’s agenda.61 
 
The economic disparity issue was finally dealt once the Labour Party took office in 1999. 
Faced with two Bills that had already come before the Select Committee, Cabinet decided 
to combine them into one Bill and incorporate some new provisions via a Supplementary 
Order Paper (“SOP”).62 The new Labour Government pushed for more radical change 
with its policy commitment both on economic disparity and the inclusion of same-sex 
couples.63 It was out of this setting that the Property (Relationships) Amendment Act 
2001 came to be. The amendments implemented many of the Working Group’s 
recommendations from 13 years earlier, but went further through its inclusion of s 15 and 
de facto couples. 

D Section 15 as an Illustration of Poor Law Reform 

Section 15 has been heralded as an example of poor law reform. While people’s views on 
the quality of reform will inevitably diverge,64 and a ‘perfect’ provision is not the 
threshold that ought to be met, s 15 does not meet the yardstick of an adequately drafted 
provision. Section 15 disappoints when assessed against the criteria of legislation that is 
clear, accessible and not excessively burdensome in operation.65 Section 15’s high 
jurisdictional threshold and broad discretion has adversely affected the provision’s 
practical application both in court and in out-of-court settlements. As a result, s 15 has 
not resolved the economic disparity dilemma.  

  
60  (29 February 2000) 582 NZPD 832. 
61  Henaghan and Atkin, above n 4, at 181. 
62  Matrimonial Property Amendment Bill and Supplementary Order Paper No 25 2000 (109-3). See 
 Margaret Wilson “The New Zealand context – setting the legal and social scene” (paper presented to 
 Colloquium on 40 Years of the PRA: Reflection and Reform, Auckland, December 2016) at 11. 
63  Henaghan and Atkin, above n 4, at 181. 
64  Geoffrey Palmer “Law Making in New Zealand: Is There a Better Way?” (2014) 22 Waikato L Rev 1  

at 3. 
65  At 3. 
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1 Practical difficulties in application 

There is a large divergence in opinion of practitioners and judges as to the correct 
interpretation and application of s 15.66 The jurisdictional foundation is unclear and 
difficult to surmount.67 The provision does not elaborate on the meaning of key terms 
such as “likely” and “significant”. These problems were anticipated by Parliament. The 
Select Committee received submissions pointing out that professionals diverged in views 
on what they considered to be “significant” economic disparity.68 Many of the fears about 
s 15 during its reform process have materialised.69 
 
The ambiguity of the causation requirement presents further difficulties. The courts have 
used a variety of approaches in establishing the requisite causal nexus. Some judges have 
adopted a “but for” test, while others have used a spectrum of causation with “natural 
flair at one end and division of functions at the other”.70 This requirement has also 
erroneously precluded many claims from succeeding, as the courts have willingly found 
economic disparity to be the result of personal characteristics of the financially stronger 
party, rather than the division of functions.71 It is harder for the claimant to establish 
causation for a redistributive award (an award for enhanced earnings) rather than a 
compensatory award.72 
 
The evidentiary burden of proving these requirements is also onerous.73 Claims often fail 
because there is no evidence as to the potential income the claimant could have earned 
but for the division of functions.74 As stated in Sparks v Prescott “it is one thing to take a 
broad-brush approach to inherently imprecise calculations, but there has to be some 
financial and employment evidence on which to base such findings”.75 
 

  
66  Green, above n 19, at 273 
67  Atkin, above n 31, at 356. 
68  (14 November 2000) 588 NZPD 6519. 
69  Bill Atkin “Economic Disparity – How Did We End Up With It? Has It Been Worth It?” (2007) 5 
 NZFLJ 299 at 299. 
70  M v B, above n 25, at [201] per William Young P and [254]-[255] per Hammond J. 
71  For example, see Douglas v Douglas [2013] NZHC 3022, [2014] NZFLR 235 at [23]-[24], where the 
 High Court rejected the finding of a causal nexus because the parties would have carried out their 
 respective roles had they not entered into the relationship.  
72  M v B, above n 25, at [244].  
73  Green, above n 19, at 207. 
74  Sparks v Prescott [2016] NZFC 275 at [86]. 
75  At [86]. 
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The broad discretion conferred by s 15(3) has led to unpredictability. Even if a claimant 
satisfies s 15’s jurisdictional requirements, there is no certainty that the Judge will 
exercise discretion in their favour or award a satisfactory quantum. Courts have adopted 
different approaches to assessing quantum because the provision does not specify how to 
calculate the appropriate level.76 Originally, courts adopted a set methodology in 
assessing quantum.77 The difficulties in a precise quantification of financial advantage 
led the courts to adopt a broad-brush approach,78 based on the view that “no rote 
formulae can reliably throw up award sums that are just”.79 But this approach has also 
proved problematic. Courts have been inconsistent in deciding what factors and 
contingencies to account for and opinion is divided on whether to half awards.80 The 
approach taken on halving awards depends on whether the court considers a s 15 award 
as an item of relationship property, or a unique compensatory award.  

2 Overall effect of section 15 on the economic disparity problem 

During s 15’s passage, Members of Parliament (“MPs”) used compelling rhetoric when 
describing the mischief this reform would solve. MPs talked of the distress and 
disadvantage suffered by many women and their dependent children,81 the sacrificing of 
career development that remained uncompensated for,82 and the profound anomalies in 
society.83 Section 15 has provided value to a small number of successful claimants who 
otherwise would have received an unfair share of relationship property. It has also 
potentially had an indirect bearing on private settlements. In this respect, passing s 15 
was desirable when compared to the alternative of no remedy at all. However, substantive 
inequality of the type described throughout s 15’s reform process still exists. The 
difficulties inherent in the provision have significantly affected its capacity to remedy 
economic disparity to the extent (perhaps optimistically) envisaged by Parliament.  
 

  
76  Nicola Peart (ed) Relationship Property & Adult Maintenance: Acts & Analysis (Thomson Reuters, 
 Wellington, 2013) at 201. 
77  See X v X, above n 21. 
78  A broad-brush approach to the assessment of quantum was accepted in Jack v Jack [2014] NZHC 
 1495. 
79  See X v X, above n 21, at [129] per Robertson J. 
80  Peart, above n 76, at 201. 
81  (29 February 2000) 582 NZPD 832. 
82  At 833. 
83  At 839. 
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Prior to the passage of s 15, Patrick Mahoney, the Principal Family Court Judge, 
submitted that the new broad discretion would engender litigation,84 causing as many as 
80 per cent of cases in this area to go to court.85 Section 15 has engendered more 
litigation than would have occurred without the reform, but not nearly to the extent 
projected.86 The uncertainty and unpredictability of s 15 has deterred claimants from 
going to court. Only “big money” cases have been litigated. Section 15 is not a “panacea 
for poverty” because awards are limited to the respondent’s share of relationship 
property.87 The high cost of bringing a claim, largely due to the need for expert 
witnesses, means that the potential award needs to be sizeable enough to warrant the 
effort.88 In any case, courts would be reluctant to award compensation from smaller asset 
pools as this would deprive the financially stronger party of most of their half share in the 
property.89 The way the law currently stands prevents couples with lower property pools 
accessing the courts as a means to resolve their disputes, even where one party is 
significantly economically disadvantaged.  
 
On the anomalous occasion where the court makes an order under s 15, the claimant has 
often received meagre awards that have not gone all the way in addressing the full extent 
of the economic disparity. As Atkin states, “the extra dollop of compensation is cream on 
the cake, not the cake”.90 Courts are reluctant to significantly depart from an equal 
division due to an imbedded and established culture of equal sharing. However, the Court 
of Appeal recently made a more promising award in Scott v Williams to the value of 
$470,000.91   
 
Court decisions are not the only record of how legislation operates in practice, 
particularly in family law where most disputes are settled outside of court.92 It is difficult 
  
84  (14 November 2000) 588 NZPD 6522. 
85  (21 March 2001) 591 NZPD 8438. 
86  Bill Atkin suggests that the power to award economic disparity has led to a lot of litigation. Although 
 there has been more litigation than otherwise would have occurred, there has not been a mass influx of 
 judicial decisions to the extent projected at the time of s 15’s passage: Atkin, above n 31, at 356.  
87  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 117. 
88  Nikki Macdonald “Do Our Relationship Property Sharing Laws Need a Radical Shake-Up?” Stuff  

(online ed, New Zealand, 11 February 2017). 
89  Atkin and Parker, above n 9, at 117. 
90  Atkin, above n 69, at 4. 
91  Scott v Williams [2016] NZCA 356, [2016] NZFLR 499. Originally the Family awarded $850,000:  

Williams v Scott [2014] NZFC 7616. 
92  Margaret Casey “At the Coalface: A Practitioner’s Perspective” (paper presented to Colloquium on 40 
 Years of the PRA: Reflection and Reform, Auckland, December 2016) at 1.  
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to ascertain the positive influence of s 15 in the private sphere, but arguably it has been 
minimal. Practitioners find the provision to be complex and ambiguous, impacting on the 
parties’ ability to obtain consistent legal advice.93 As a result, s 15 is most often used 
outside the courtroom as a strategic tool to bolster other claims that are ‘easier to sell’, 
such as maintenance. Spousal maintenance and s 15 awards are often blurred so it 
becomes an either or approach.94 Assessed against the parties’ respective legal positions, 
this results in unfair settlements. 
 
Overall, s 15 has not altogether remedied the economic disadvantage contemplated by 
Parliament. The practical difficulties curtailed any prospects of this. Nonetheless, s 15 has 
mitigated some unfairness. The provision has relieved some pressure on the courts to 
innovatively interpret other parts of the legislation in order to produce fairer outcomes. 
Without s 15, it is likely that we would have seen growing judicial activism such as in Z v 
Z (No 2), where the court acknowledged it would be in the interests of justice to interpret 
earning capacity as relationship property, though reluctantly refrained from doing so. 
 
III Classifying the Relevant Law Reform ‘Hazards’ 
Perfection is not the benchmark against which s 15 ought to be assessed. It is difficult to 
effect reform that introduces a new policy direction and addresses a complex social issue. 
But s 15’s ineffectiveness was not unforeseen. The deficiencies in, and challenges to, its 
reform process explain how it came to be an example of poor law reform. Many of the 
difficulties in s 15’s reform appear to be caused or enhanced by the decisions made by 
key players in Parliament and the courts. But this is too simplistic an analysis. It would 
fail to recognise that the “choices” made by actors in the reform process are often shaped 
by political and structural limitations, as well as the involvement of other actors. These 
‘hazards’ are difficult to unravel. Section 15’s reform process reveals a dynamic 
interaction between players and other influencing forces, as well as broader impediments 
to reform. 
 
The following sections address the difficulties encountered in s 15’s reform. The hazards 
have been classified as procedural, conceptual and judicial. An analysis of the procedural 
challenges reveals the impact of a rushed and politicised legislative process on the 
articulation of a clear policy justification and the level of pre-legislative scrutiny. 
Conceptually, it was difficult for s 15 to operate coherently within the existing statutory 

  
93  Green, above n 19, at 266. 
94  Casey, above n 92, at 2. 
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scheme. The function of the judiciary, and how the courts fit into the broader conception 
of law reform, is also important.  
 
IV Procedural Challenges 
A comprehensive legislative development process is crucial to good reform. It should 
involve the identification of a defined problem, development of a clear policy objective 
based on research, consideration of suitable mechanisms to achieve this objective, 
consultation within the government and the broader public, and scrutiny of the proposed 
provisions.95 SOPs that make substantial amendments at the late stage of a Bill’s passage 
should be avoided where possible.96 Although this standard is an aspiration, rather than 
minimum criteria, s 15’s reform process was deficient in several respects.  
 
When matrimonial property reform was instigated by the National Government in 1998, 
the economic disparity issue went unheeded. The decision facing the new Labour 
Government in 1999 was two-fold: whether to proceed with the Bills and insert what 
became s 15 through a SOP and, if so, at what speed considering the number of policy 
commitments it had pledged to implement within its Parliamentary term?97 The following 
analysis will closely examine these decisions to determine their bearing on the resulting 
reform.    

A  “Whether to Proceed?” 

The Government’s intent was clear. It wanted to remedy economic disparity and move 
closer to achieving substantive equality. The Government Administration Committee had 
previously recognised the body of evidence indicating that equal sharing leads to 
“economic disadvantage for the non-career spouse when a marriage ends”.98 However, 
the Labour Government’s decision to remedy economic disparity via lump sum awards 
was based on an unsubstantiated policy commitment “fraught with political 
difficulties”.99 Ms Wilson acknowledged that the policy commitment was not informed 
by a detailed political discussion on competing theories on how to effect appropriate 

  
95  Legislation Design Advisory Committee “LAC Guidelines on the Process and Content of Legislation 
 2014” at 8. 
96  The Law Society cautioned against the over-use of SOPs in their 2016 submission on the Standing 
 Orders: New Zealand Law Society “Submission to the Standing Orders Select Committee on the 
 Review of the Standing Orders 2014” at 5. 
97  Wilson, above n 62, at 11. 
98  Matrimonial Property Amendment Bill 1999 (109-2) (select committee report) at 14. 
99  Wilson, above n 62, at 13. 
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reform.100 So what was the basis of the Labour Government’s policy commitment 
considering the previous National Government had not addressed economic disparity in 
the reform package? 
 
In deciding to address economic disparity, the Labour Government appears to have been 
motivated by ideology and the political need to fulfil the broader policy commitments 
made to its constituents. Upon the introduction of the SOP (containing what is now s 15), 
Ms Wilson stated “I am proud to say this Government has kept its election promise and 
has given priority to progressing legislation that promotes fairness for all New 
Zealanders”.101 The Labour Party had campaigned on its wider focus on women and 
children. Its mandated women’s policy agenda had appeared in every election manifesto 
since 1984.102 This policy contained a pledge to introduce legislation recognising the 
concept of communal property and establishing a procedure for claims.103 The 
Government’s policy commitments were inevitably going to be made in the context of a 
broader focus on inequality and injustice faced by women and children.  
 
Ms Wilson commented that the Government was not prepared to leave these issues in the 
too-hard basket.104 She commented:105 
 

…[T]he presumption of equal division and the clean cut [principle] has, over the 
years, acted to the detriment of many women and their children. Therefore, it was 
necessary for the law to take account of changing circumstances. We had hoped 
there would be an opportunity to do that through this Bill. 

 
The representation of economic disparity as a gendered issue demonstrates how s 15 
accorded with the Labour Government’s ideology and policy pledges. The Opposition 
clearly had different priorities or, at least, did not characterise the problem in the same 
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way. Some National MPs criticised the reform as being a “gold diggers’” law.106 Others 
saw the Bill as applying equally to men and women. Belinda Vernon MP stated:107  
 

People listening to the debate could think that this was solely an issue of women 
wanting to get a fair go through the legislation. That is not the case. This Bill applies 
equally to men and women. We are now in quite a different environment from when 
the Matrimonial Property Act was introduced 20 years ago. The status and role of 
women - that of women working in the community or in paid work - was at a level 
quite different from what it is today. 

 
While it is accepted that policy-makers often use law to achieve their desired ends and 
carry out pledges made to constituents, heavily politically driven reform can be futile.108 
The policy commitment to s 15 was plagued by politics. The Labour Government wanted 
to be seen as acting, or reacting to the wishes of its constituents and the submissions on 
economic disparity previously made to the Government Administration Committee in 
1999.109 Passing s 15 was seen to be doing something; a clearer policy justification for 
the reform was of less importance. 

B “At What Pace?” 

Once the commitment to s 15 was made, the Government placed more importance on 
getting the reform through, rather than getting it right.  The Government needed to 
implement all of the other policy commitments pledged within the three-year term.110 The 
inheritance of two Bills from the previous National Government, which could be fine-
tuned to align with the Labour Government’s policy objectives, enabled it to do so with 
“considered haste”.111 
 
Section 15’s reform process reflected this prioritisation of speed over substance. The 
Drafting Office was given two months to draft the provisions of the SOP.112 During this 
drafting period, the House was asked to vote on whether they agreed to the introduction 
of the SOP without having seen its substance. The Government’s original intention was 
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to bypass the select committee stage, only bringing the SOP back into the House for a 
final vote.113  
 
The Government’s justifications for this swift legislative action were lacklustre. It 
considered that the Bills had already endured a lengthy legislative process,114 and 
submissions on economic disparity had been canvassed in the Government 
Administration Committee.115 It also stated that the former Minister of Justice 
foreshadowed a similar advancement of a SOP on the issue if he was still in charge.116  
Yet the intention of the previous Minister had actually been to amend provisions on 
spousal maintenance in order to address economic disparity in light of the submissions 
made to the Select Committee on the Bills, rather than introduce a whole new substantive 
provision containing a different policy direction to the Act. Further, the previous Select 
Committee had not had the opportunity to receive advice on the economic disparity issue, 
nor had the House debated it.117 While the Bills had already spent a substantial time in 
Parliament, the particular issue of economic disparity had not. Presumably, the 
Government wanted to pass the reform swiftly so not to clog the legislative agenda. The 
Government was also acutely aware of the controversial surrounding the reform and 
appears to have hoped to bypass as much scrutiny as possible. 
 
The proposed swift legislative process was met with a strong pushback in Parliament. 
Many were opposed to debating “blindly” on the issue, without seeing the substance of 
the SOP.118 Rt Hon Jenny Shipley (Leader of the Opposition) stated:119 
 

I find it a constitutional outrage that a constitutional lawyer, as a Minister, would 
seek a motion that will allow a Supplementary Order Paper to be introduced that 
effectively places a new Bill in this Parliament that will not go to a select committee, 
that has not had evidence called upon it, and that has excluded the public from an 
opportunity to be able to express an opinion on it. 

 
The Government was forced to back down from its decision not to refer the SOP to a 
select committee. The amendments were referred to the Justice and Electoral Committee, 
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where the public was given one month to make submissions.120 Even then, many were 
concerned with passing a complex amendment through a speedy select committee 
stage.121 Anne Tolley MP stated, “this is a scandalous rush at social engineering, one 
could say”.122  
 
Section 15 was undoubtedly a rushed addition to an otherwise drawn-out reform. This 
hastiness reflects a broader feature of New Zealand’s legislating culture: often important 
Bills are rushed through the House because of the three-year term the Government has to 
implement its legislative agenda. It is in the interest of governments to get the technical 
aspects of reform right, but this interest is often surpassed by the need to pass legislation 
as quickly as possible due to scarce parliamentary time and drafting resources.123 The 
legislative backlog has become more acute since New Zealand changed to the Mixed 
Member Proportional voting system.124 Ironically, matrimonial property reform, along 
with the potential to address economic disparity, stagnated under the National 
Government due to other priorities. On the contrary, the following Labour Government 
rushed the reforms through the House. This reflects Sir Geoffrey Palmer’s observation 
that:125 
 

The yin and yang between which the demand for new law in New Zealand oscillates 
consists on the one hand of legislating too quickly and getting it wrong or on the 
other hand going too slowly so that important issues lacking political priority remain. 

C Ramifications for the Legislative Development Process  

Hasty legislating is the enemy of a good policy and, accordingly, good reform.126 Section 
15’s late introduction as a SOP and subsequent rush through the latter stages of the 
legislative process impacted on the efficacy of the provision. The Government was acting 
on inherited Bills, so any changes made were necessarily going to be bolted-on 
adaptations to the existing statutory regime. But the extemporaneous commitment to s 15 
caused essential inputs into the legislative development process, such as research, 
consultation, and scrutiny to be rushed or overlooked. This compromised the 
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development of a clear problem definition and policy objective, as well as the level of 
scrutiny accorded to the legislative mechanism. 

1 Uncertain problem definition and policy objective 

The ‘backbone’ to any reform is a clear problem definition, supported by its policy 
objective.127 The problem that the policy aims to resolve must be clearly defined so that 
the legislation can be applied with some direction. This demands pragmatism through 
research and consultation, as the policy cannot be justified based on the abstract pursuit 
of justice.128 In outlining the broader aim of providing a compensatory-based remedy to 
economic disparity, s 15 was void of an underlying justification and clear objective. 
Parliament did not establish the parameters of the underlying problem, and therefore 
could not ascertain whether s 15 would resolve economic disparity in any meaningful 
way. These difficulties were exposed in the resulting reform. Parliament failed to specify 
what the provision compensated for and to what extent it aimed to compensate. 
 
 (a)   What is being compensated? 
 
Clarity about what is to be achieved is determined by a “rigorous definition of the 
problem”.129 Parliament did not establish the type of disparity that was considered to be 
the ‘problem’. Compensatory claims are typically based on the loss suffered. But 
Parliament did not specify the type of loss the provision intended to compensate for, apart 
from the reference made to “economic advantages or disadvantages” in s 1N(c). Was it 
loss of future potential income, or loss of the future benefit of the spouse’s higher 
income? Or does the lump sum signify compensation for domestic work carried out 
throughout the relationship?  
 
Prima facie, Parliament intended to compensate for either the loss of income of the 
financially weaker spouse or the enhanced income of the higher earner. In this sense it is 
compensatory and redistributive in nature. But the latter is inconsistent with the usual 
concept of “loss” that underpins compensatory awards. To consider economic advantages 
within the scope of the provision requires a conceptual shift from the focus on “loss” to 
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“gain”.130 Compensating for “likely”, or prospective, loss is also inconsistent with 
notions of causation and usual requirements of tangible proof of loss. 
 
The policy basis for compensating for some forms of loss, but not others, is unclear. A 
claimant may forgo a higher earning career, but unless the disparity is significant, he or 
she will not be compensated.131 Claimants who did not have an established career prior to 
the relationship are also unlikely to receive compensation due to difficulties in proving 
that their “likely” income would have been higher. If the justification of s 15 is to 
compensate for the undertaking of domestic work and loss of potential career or income, 
theoretically it should not matter whether the likely disparity in income and living 
standards is “significant”, or whether the claimant had a pre-existing career or high 
income stream, because the claimant has still suffered a loss due to the division of 
functions. In other words, they have still forgone the income or career they otherwise 
would have achieved. 
 
 (b)   What should the compensation achieve? 
 
The objective of the compensation was also not clearly devised. Parliament did not 
elucidate on the extent to which claimants ought to be compensated. The provision does 
not clarify whether s 15 aims to bring the parties to economic parity, or whether it aims 
for a lesser form of personal compensation, with equalisation being the upper limit.  
 
Complete parity between parties must not have been the goal for two reasons. First, the 
causation hurdle precludes a remedy where the claimant’s inferior economic position is 
owed to extraneous factors.132 Secondly, separate property holdings are not remedied. In 
Scott v Williams the Court of Appeal stressed that complete parity was not the objective 
of s 15, stating:133 
 

Section 15 is not there to simply split the parties’ future earning capacities – which is 
not relationship property in any event. It is not there to equalise the income stream of 
two persons who almost certainly were bound to have had different income earning 
capacities had they not married in the first place. 
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On face value this reasoning seems obvious. But the presumption of equal sharing aims 
for some sort of parity, based on the notion of a ‘partnership of equals’. It is not 
concerned with the fact that the parties would have had different levels of assets had they 
not entered into the relationship.  
 
Ideology and anecdotal evidence framed the broader economic disparity issue. But the 
specific problem (what was being compensated for) and the objective (what the 
compensation ought to achieve) required further research and consideration throughout 
the early policy development stages. The Royal Commission and Working Group had 
undertaken research on the Act, but this was done over a decade before s 15 was passed. 
The cross-section of relationships and the underlying social issues s 15 addresses are 
complex and variable. Notably, the Working Group had also operated under significant 
time pressure. The Working Group was established in March 1988, and reported back to 
Cabinet in September of the same year.134 Considering their research covered the law 
regarding matrimonial property, family protection and de facto relationships, it is unlikely 
economic disparity received the research it needed. In any case, the Working Group was 
sympathetic to arguments about inequality of result. But it considered it a “mistake to 
imagine that the matrimonial property laws could solve the problems of poverty and 
gender inequalities inherent in our social fabric”.135 Section 15 was clearly not 
formulated based on the research undertaken over a decade prior. 
 
Whether reform is driven by assumptions as to how people conduct their relationships, or 
by reference to what society considers the law ought to achieve, evidence and data have 
central roles to play in the development of policy objectives, including the underlying 
justification.136 The issue of economic disparity is complex. Section 15 necessitated long-
term and in depth research of other related areas. For example, its vague causal nexus and 
the “but for” test that has since been developed by the courts considers the income 
potential of the financially weaker party had they stayed in the workforce. Such inquiries 
cannot be undertaken in the abstract. Individual and familial choices about participation 
in paid employment and the division of roles are constrained by external factors, such as 
labour market conditions, participation in paid employment, the gender pay gap, paid 
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parental leave, other legal regulations and policy levers, and even broader social 
norms.137 
 
English courts have recognised the importance of social science data in calculating 
awards based on projected income.138 Data has proved that financial recovery is mostly 
achieved by re-partnering rather than improvement in employment opportunities.139 Yet 
re-partnering substitutes a new dependency for an old one, without addressing the 
underlying problem.140 The financial loss on divorce or separation, and the potential to 
financially recover, differs depending on the characteristics of the parties, such as age, 
income, health and tenure of relationship.141 It does not appear that this type of data 
influenced the formulation of s 15. 
 
The importance of a policy justification based on research and data has become apparent 
in the courts’ ad hoc approach to calculating quantum under s 15. The courts are unsure 
of the objective they are meant to be satisfying. Methodology is speculative and based on 
little evidence of how long it will take for the financially weaker party to increase their 
income stream. The Family Court in Australia recognised that the courts must have 
regard to bodies of literature and data in assessing economic circumstances and future 
prospects.142  Data on how parties deal with the financial implications of settlement may 
also reveal potential impediments to settlement in the substantive law.143 Without a sense 
of social realism, the “law of unintended consequences is likely to rule the day”.144 
 
In saying this, evidence-based policy was not as widely used in the early 2000s as it is 
today. There are also limitations to relying on data to inform social policy objectives. The 
distillation of data and research can never be fully free of normative judgments about 
what the law ought to achieve. Research data is open to interpretation and differing 
conclusions.145 Further, accurately modelling behaviour within relationships to establish 
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the policy justification is difficult.146 In any case, the policy of s 15 was “made in the 
teeth of, rather than on the basis of, the research and other empirical evidence 
available”.147 

2 Lack of pre-legislative scrutiny  

The late tabling of the SOP detrimentally affected the level of pre-legislative scrutiny 
accorded to s 15. The provision was only one of a number of substantial reforms being 
hastily pushed through Parliament. Its time in the spotlight was limited. The decision to 
address the concept of ‘career capital’ through lump sum awards was an innovation that 
required extensive consideration through parliamentary debate and the select committee 
process.  
 
The first opportunity for parliamentary debate of the economic disparity issue was 
hindered because the substance of the SOP had not yet been drafted. MPs debated the 
overarching policy rather than the specifics of the legislative mechanism contained in s 
15.  
 
Pre-legislative scrutiny that did occur highlighted the problems with the drafting of the 
provision. The Opposition believed a better way of addressing economic disparity was to 
order regular payments from one party to the other for significant differences depending 
on the ability to pay and reasonable need, rather than future predications.148 This was 
consistent with the recommendations of Royal Commission and Working Group, both of 
which had warned against reform of s 15’s kind.149 Ms Tolley commented that spousal 
maintenance provisions were not invoked often, and perhaps that was the greatest fault of 
the Act.150 Ultimately, the Government did not believe maintenance to be the best 
avenue.151 The short amount of time spent scrutinising s 15 had little influence on the 
resulting legislation.   
 
The lack of time afforded for scrutiny in Parliament was arguably mitigated by the work 
of the Select Committee, which received submissions from legal professionals and 
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women’s organisations.152  But there was only limited time for public consultation.153 
Peter Dunne MP argued for “durable social reform”. He argued that the public needed to 
understand the reform and its implications, yet he was not convinced a rushed select 
committee process allowed for this public awareness.154  
 
One month to hear submissions was insufficient given the important philosophical and 
practical changes s 15 was to make to the Act. Select committees perform a fundamental 
role in recommending changes to Bills on the basis of public submissions and scrutiny 
undertaken. The length of time set for submissions and consideration should be 
commensurate to the importance of the potential reform. Currently, select committees 
usually have six months to report back, which is often extended if more time is needed.155 
The examination of Bills by select committees “substitutes for the scrutiny functions 
ordinarily performed by a second parliamentary chamber”.156 Public engagement and 
consultation was important in informing the wider social dimensions to s 15. In the 
context of family law reform, there is often an over-reliance on traditional legal materials 
such as judgments and academic literature to inform the law.157  
 
The deficiencies in s 15’s legislative development process echo the common syndrome in 
New Zealand of “we have a problem, let’s pass a law”.158 The Government did not 
produce a discernible problem definition, which in turn meant that the provision was void 
of a clear policy objective. The lack of time to scrutinise the legislative mechanism 
intensified the complications inherent in the resulting reform. It was accepted by Ms 
Wilson that this legislative approach was “not perfect” given the complexity of the 
issues.159 This reveals the trade-off that the Government was willing to make in order to 
provide economically disadvantaged parties with some sort of remedy, albeit a poorly 
drafted and ill thought out one. It also potentially illustrates that “seat-of-the-pants 
reactions and popular sentiments” enlighten the law rather than careful research and 
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analysis.160 Section 15’s reform process contributed to a disjunction between the overall 
intent behind s 15 and its successful execution. 
 
V Conceptual Challenges to Legislative Coherency 
Law reform cannot operate in a vacuum. Legislation must be developed consistently with 
the wider legal framework. Wider legislative coherency is particularly crucial for reform 
such as s 15, which “represents a major philosophical change” from the concepts 
underpinning the pre-existing relationship property regime.161 Tension is not itself 
problematic. The law often contains conflicting principles and rules that apply to different 
circumstances. But reform must be devised in a way that makes it clear which rule or 
principle prevails and when. It is dubious whether s 15 operates harmoniously with its 
wider scheme. The following analysis distils the conceptual inconsistencies that have 
complicated s 15’s practical application. 

A Equal Sharing Versus Discretionary Compensation 

At the heart of the Act lies the presumption of equal division, based on the principle of 
entitlement. Entitlement derives from the fact of the parties’ relationship and that both 
parties are considered to have contributed equally, albeit differently, to the 
relationship.162 Section 15’s discretionary, compensatory nature is conceptually 
inconsistent with entitlement-based equal sharing. This is particularly so, given that most 
of the other changes made by the 2001 Amendment Act actually strengthened the Act’s 
presumption of equal sharing.163 The provision has been criticised on the basis that 
entitlement and compensatory principles cannot easily coexist. This inconsistency creates 
a perception of s 15 as a bolted on adaptation to a solid “bedrock of equal sharing”, which 
has been an important feature of the law for over four decades.164 Section 15 awards are 
seen as the “exception to the norm”, or even a “punishment” for the higher income 
earner, rather than the fairer way of dividing property.165 Prior to s 15, practitioners and 
the judiciary were not required to make judgment calls or exercise a broad discretion in 
making awards.166 In this respect, s 15 distorts the architecture of the scheme.  
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On the other hand, the different philosophies are not completely incompatible. Section 15 
expounds “a more sophisticated concept of equality than the bare equal sharing rule can 
do”.167 Miles states:168 
 

The combination of an equal sharing entitlement rule with a compensatory claim 
gives the ideological advantage of positively recognising the value of the claimant’s 
contribution to the relationship whilst also seeking to secure some measure of fuller 
economic equality.  

 
This sophisticated concept of equality aligns with the purpose and principles in the Act. 
In Z v Z (No 2) the Court of Appeal recognised the importance of “the legislative setting” 
as well as the “social and economic context” of the Act.169 The move towards a different 
concept of equality was reflected by the insertion of two new purpose and principle 
sections during the 2001 reforms. Sections 1M and 1N contain the references to 
“equality” and “equal status” seen within the original long title of the 1976 Act.170 
Nowhere in these sections does the Act refer to the need for “equal division”; the 
objective is the “just division of relationship property”.171  
 
The Act must inevitably recognise different methods and principles of asset distribution 
in order to achieve the scheme’s intended purposes. Robert Fisher QC (previously a High 
Court Judge) identifies three rationales for redistributing assets on separation: ‘causation-
based property division’, ‘relationship-caused property division’ and ‘spousal support 
obligations’.172 Causation-based division awards each party a share in the property that 
each party, in his or her own way, helped to create throughout the relationship.173 The 
relationship is viewed as a partnership for this purpose.174 Whereas relationship-caused 
division will award one party more property than the other, as compensation for a 
disparity earning capacities caused by the party’s roles throughout the relationship (i.e. 
the division of functions).175 Spousal support obligations are underpinned by the 
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maintenance needs of one party.176 A combination of rationales is necessary to satisfy the 
redistributive aims of the Act. Therefore, the incorporation of equal sharing entitlement 
and compensatory principles is indispensable in meeting the expectations of the parties.  
 
New Zealand’s relationship property scheme has, for a long time, contained a mishmash 
of messages to achieve justice in individual cases.177 Section 15 is not the only provision 
that deviates from the principle of equal sharing. For example, under s 13(1), shares in 
property can be determined based on the contributions made to the relationship where 
extraordinary circumstances would render equal sharing repugnant to justice. The Act is 
social legislation of a wide application;178 there is always a need to challenge traditional 
notions of how to achieve justice and equality. Section 15, based on a different 
conceptual foundation, attempts a different pathway to these goals of equality and 
justice.179 
 
In any case, the inconsistency is potentially overstated. Section 15 covers enhanced 
income claims, which appears to align with the principle of entitlement rather than 
compensation. The term ‘compensation’ is associated with the notion of ‘loss’. Yet, 
orders for enhanced income are based on the fact that one party is left substantially better 
off than the other.180 In this sense the financially weaker party is ‘entitled’ to a greater 
share. 
 
Further, the compensatory principle arguably accords with the broader deferred 
community property system which the Act operates as. Parties retain individual property 
rights during the relationship but, once the relationship has ended, the relationship 
property is “community” property to which both parties are entitled to a (presumptive) 
equal share. If the deferred community property regime is about “credit that has been 
produced by the existence of the community”, then the loss and enhancement of career 
and income opportunities should be perceived as relevant products.181 If the scheme 
accounts for relationship debts, the loss of career and earning potential should also be 
shared.182 From the broader perspective of a deferred community property system, 
compensation is theoretically consistent. 
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B Clean Break Principle 

A foundational principle of the Act is that parties should have a “clean break”. This 
principle is not spelt out in the legislation, but gained early judicial recognition in 
Haldane v Haldane, where it was held that property division should be complete and final 
in the absence of compelling reasons to suggest otherwise.183 Relationship property 
should be divided so that parties can start afresh without continuing demands on each 
other’s property.184 Prima facie, s 15 is consistent with the clean break principle because 
it grants a one-off lump sum award.185 Section 15 provides finality to property division 
that is not achieved with ongoing maintenance payments. 
 
However, s 15’s consistency with the clean break principle has been called into question. 
The provision requires that the courts retrospectively analyse the parties’ roles throughout 
the relationship to establish a causal link. 186 Courts must also conduct a future inquiry 
into likely living standards and income. The complex and drawn out disputes that arise 
from s 15’s uncertainty also preclude parties from easily moving forward.187 The courts 
have recognised this potential inconsistency. In M v B, William Young P opined that a 
large award under s 15 would have to be paid over time, and that the husband’s freedom 
to switch career or retire would be circumscribed as a result.188 Such an award would not 
allow for the “contingencies of life”.189 This illustrates the way in which the courts have 
felt constrained by the clean-break principle, or at least have justified a lower award on 
the basis of it.  
 
Parliament did not clarify how to reconcile the clean break principle with awards under s 
15. As a result, the courts have taken inconsistent approaches to applying the clean break 
principle. While William Young P’s assessment expressed above illustrates a strict 
adherence to the principle, other judges have viewed adherence to the clean break 
principle as less important than providing a fair remedy. Hammond J thought that the 
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clean break principle should not be taken too far.190 Formal equality approaches had 
given rise to arguments that the financially weaker party ought to remain financially 
independent of the other, so the principle was too readily invoked to “castigate dependent 
[parties] in the very name of those equality principles”.191 As Lord Nicholls stated, the 
rigid application of the clean break principle has the advantage of certainty, but it also 
“runs the risk of being out-dated as social conditions change” so that the reasoning 
behind it no longer fits with modern notions of fairness.192 
 
As illustrated, it is unclear whether s 15 is consistent with the clean break principle, and 
the extent to which the principle ought to limit (if at all) orders under s 15. This indicates 
a problem with s 15’s legislative development. Parliament itself was divided on these 
issues. The Government thought that lump sum awards under s 15 preserved the clean 
break principle.193 But those opposed to the reform viewed that it undermined the clean 
break principle as it created more uncertainty in the law.194 Opinion was divided on 
whether adherence to the principle was even desirable or intended. Ms Kedgley stated 
“the clean break concept, as it is known, is literally condemning many women and 
children to poverty”.195 Parliament needed to give clearer guidance as to how s 15 was to 
operate alongside the principle.  

C Tension With Maintenance Claims 

Section 15 “trespasses” onto the maintenance territory of the Family Proceedings Act 
1980.196 This demonstrates the lack of a wider cohesive approach to the law governing 
the financial affairs of separating couples. Maintenance is needs-based. It ensures parties’ 
ongoing financial needs are met for a transitional period following separation.197 
Economic disparity claims have confused the way in which property and needs-based 
remedies are dealt with. The two awards are theoretically different (s 15 is not based on 
needs), but have been described as functionally equivalent.198 Both are concerned with 
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the income differential between parties, and have therefore come to be justified on the 
same basis.199 Section 15 awards may obviate the need for maintenance in some cases.  
 
Parliament and the courts have tried to ensure cogency between the different 
determinations,200 but this has been of limited success.  The order in which claims are 
decided is undetermined.201 Their close linkage may mean that one remedy is offset 
against the other.202 The discretionary aspect to s 15 has allowed the courts to pick and 
choose between the two remedies. This has often undermined the purpose of s 15, as 
maintenance awards have been preferred over s 15 awards as a means to addressing 
financial disadvantage.203 For example, the Court of Appeal in Scott v Williams stated 
that it could not be right that “there is a double payment based on a single need”.204 
While it is true that s 15 may obviate the need for maintenance, the purposes of the two 
awards are fundamentally different.  
 
During s 15’s reform, maintenance arose in the context of determining whether a one-off 
award or the maintenance scheme better dealt with economic disadvantage.205 But little 
attention was paid to how the needs-based theory of maintenance would be reconciled 
with s 15’s compensatory philosophy. As a result, their relationship is still confused by 
the courts, and there are differing opinions as to whether the partitioning of the individual 
financial elements of a relationship breakdown is ideal.   

D Is Section 15 Conceptually Reconcilable? 

The above analysis demonstrates that, on the whole, Parliament did not develop a remedy 
for economic disadvantage that was consistent with, or at least addressed by, the existing 
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body of law. From a law reform perspective, s 15’s conceptual challenges demonstrate 
the difficulty in navigating through a minefield of existing principles and rules. Section 
15 was a response to the inequities of the existing principles and rules. Parliament was 
required to resolve these inequities, without departing too much from the existing body of 
law so as to maintain an appropriate level of legislative coherency. Whether Parliament 
appropriately balanced the interface between s 15 and the rest of the scheme is uncertain. 
 
Section 15’s swift passage resulted in an ambiguous and poorly drafted provision.206 
These difficulties were intensified by the incongruous effect of s 15. Part VI will now 
provide an examination of the courts, and whether judicial approaches have further 
compounded these challenges.  
 
VI Judicial Impact on Reform 
Judges perform a fundamental role in law reform. Section 15 empowers the courts to a 
significant extent by conferring a broad discretion. But judicial approach to s 15 has not 
been conducive to producing its intended outcomes. The architecture of s 15 and its wider 
scheme has produced structural impediments to justice. Judges have been inadequately 
guided in their exercise of discretion. Decisions have also been compromised by cultural 
factors, such as the reluctance to depart from the embedded philosophy of equal sharing. 
This is exacerbated by the lack of appellate decisions on s 15 to guide lower courts. The 
following discussion will analyse these structural and cultural factors that have impacted 
on court decisions in respect of s 15 and, as a result, the overall efficacy of this reform.  

A Level of Discretion Conferred on the Courts 

A fundamental law reform task is determining the legislative method. New Zealand has a 
tendency to welcome the doctrine of judicial discretion with open arms, without 
analysing whether it is the most suitable legislative tool to invoke. Of course, judicial 
discretion is an unavoidable feature of the legal system.207 But Parliament should only 
confer discretion to the courts in certain circumstances. It must carefully consider 
whether the legislation requires certain rules, individualised justice, or something in 
between.208 Section 15’s broad discretion has caused difficulties in court. This 
necessitates an analysis of the extent to which s 15 conforms to traditional notions of 
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judicial discretion, the type of discretion it confers and whether Parliament conferred the 
correct level of discretion for the mischief aimed to be solved. 
 
Determining what constitutes a satisfactory conferral of discretion first requires an 
understanding, in clear terms, of what it means to exercise judicial discretion.209 
Discretion cannot be equated with choice.210 Hart saw discretion as a special form of 
reasoned and constrained decision-making, based on an appeal to rational principles.211 
Hart stated:212 
 

…[D]iscretion occupies an intermediate place between choices dictated by purely 
personal or momentary whim and those which are made to give effect to clear 
methods of reaching clear aims or to conform to rules whose application to the 
particular case is obvious. 

 
True discretion, according to Hart, only exists when decisions are made based on 
reason.213 Judges are expected to use universal standards of fairness and rationality when 
reaching their decision, rather than exercise an unfettered power of choice.214 There is a 
difference between arbitrary decision-making and the exercise of judgment (known as 
true discretion).215 An arbitrary decision is one that does not appeal to some higher 
principles or standards. But there is also a difference between judgment based on the 
exercise of judicial discretion, and judgment that adheres to strict rules. In the former, 
there is no ‘right’ answer - there may be several - as long as the Judge operates within the 
limitations expressed in the defining formula.216 In the latter, notionally there is only one 
correct answer.217  
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Section 15 does not permit a court to exercise an unfettered discretion.218 It has stipulated 
jurisdictional parameters, or defining limits, that must be satisfied before an order can be 
made. In de Malmanche, Priestly J stated that “Parliament has…marked out clear and 
unequivocal boundaries within which economic disparity may be redressed and outside 
which the courts may not step”.219 Even so, the courts have a very wide discretion when 
determining whether an award is “just”.220 They also have complete discretion over the 
quantum. This reflects a broader type of discretion. 
 
The discretionary power in s 15, although not arbitrary or unfettered, is problematic. 
Parliament did not confer the correct level of discretion to adequately guide the courts in 
the application of s 15. This has contributed to the various problems in s 15’s application 
outlined in Part II. The aspiration of substantive equality has become futile under s 15’s 
discretionary approach. These problems were anticipated during s 15’s reform. Many 
were worried that the “large measure of judicial uncertainty” would lead to a variety of 
assessments, results and an overall uncertainty.221  
 
The decision of whether to bestow the power of judgment or discretion, and to what 
degree, was no easy feat for s 15’s reform. In legislating for unequal lump sum awards, 
Parliament was walking the “tightrope of tightly defined law that gives security but lacks 
flexibility – a law that, like a Gruyère cheese, contains large holes down which people 
may fall”.222 Section 15 was a new innovation for New Zealand’s relationship property 
regime. One would expect discretion to have been approached with more restraint 
considering s 15 was a novel provision and there was no guiding precedent. 
 
The question then becomes: how do we establish whether the conferral of discretion was 
appropriate, or what the correct level of discretion would have been? The terminology of 
‘rules’ and ‘discretion’ are not binary; they operate on a continuum. Legislators are not 
faced with a stark choice between all-or-nothing rules and discretion, but instead must 
devise the right amalgam of discretion and rules.223 They must also choose from the 
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differing types of discretion.224 Law reformers are equipped with a “toolbox containing 
many devices”.225 On the continuum lies strong discretion at one end, strict rules at the 
other, and an array of legal instruments such as presumptions, principles, factors and 
guided discretion in the middle.226 But there is no magic formula for choosing the 
“optimum point on the scale”.227 
 
Rules provide certainty and predictability, which is why the rules-based relationship 
property regime has otherwise operated consistently. But case-by-case decisions that 
afford a degree of individualised justice are also an important part of the legal system. 
When choosing between rules and discretion – or somewhere in between – the policy-
maker must account for the range of circumstances that might be subject to the 
legislation. Hart recognised two clear situations where judicial discretion should be 
conferred. The first is ‘relative ignorance of fact’.228 This is where the legislator cannot 
predict or ascertain the range of factual situations that may come before the courts on the 
particular issue. The second, ‘relative indeterminacy of aim’, is when the policy or aim of 
the legislation cannot be clearly defined. Under both heads the conferral of discretion is 
necessary, as it is unclear what the law might require in order to do justice in any given 
case.229  
 
Relative ignorance of fact and indeterminacy of aim are present in regards to s 15. The 
types of relationships and the demarcation of roles between partners are variable – 
particularly in contemporary times where there is a growing shift away from the 
traditional family unit. Section 15 also involves a prediction of future income and living 
standards, which adds further uncertainty of fact. As discussed in Part IV, the specific 
aims of the provision are unclear. The quantum necessary to address economic disparity 
changes depending on the circumstances of the case. A just regime of property division 
must therefore have some flexibility on the borders. 230 
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There are conflicting views on whether discretion or rules are better for out of court 
settlement. Schneider proposes that the less certain the result in court, the greater the 
scope for bargaining and freedom over outcome.231 This view overlooks the power 
relations at play in negotiating. Greater judicial discretion might encourage more creative 
settlements, but it does not bolster the position of weaker parties to the extent that clear 
rules do. The assumption that indeterminate rules allows parties to more freely negotiate 
ignores systemic power imbalances between parties that needs to be remedied by the 
law.232 According to Mnookin and Kornhauser, bargaining outcomes are influenced by 
the legal rules indicating the decision a court would impose if parties fail to reach an 
agreement and the degree of uncertainty of legal outcomes.233 The law provides a 
framework within which separating couples can ascertain their rights and 
responsibilities.234 Rule-based legislation encourages the financially stronger party to 
compromise with the weaker to reach a more equitable outcome.  
 
Discretion is a “sensible escape valve”, provided that the provision is limited and 
controlled in some way.235 Section 15 should have comprised a discretionary power that 
sat closer to the middle of the continuum. The courts have tried to devise guiding 
principles and formulas to calculate quantum, which shows a desire for more guidance. 
The following discussion will show that the Act has not provided other mechanisms to 
control and guide judicial decisions, heightening the problems associated with broad 
discretion. 

B Inadequate Guidance From the Act’s Purpose and Principles 

The purpose and principles of the Act are contained in ss 1M and 1N.236 Parliament 
intended these sections to inform the courts of the policy and approach to be taken in 
interpreting and applying s 15.237 This would have mitigated some of the ambiguity 
associated with a broad discretion. Elias CJ stated extra-judicially that the Act should be 
made sense of as a whole, and in cases where contributions are not easily quantifiable “it 
may be necessary to look further into the scheme and overall purpose of the Act if the end 
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of just division is to be met in a particular case”.238 Unfortunately the purpose and 
principles of the Act have failed to guide the courts in a number of fundamental ways, 
leading to a number of decisions that are inconsistent with the principles of the broader 
scheme. In particular, the courts have failed to recognise the equal status of contributions 
and appropriately account for economic advantages.239  

1 All contributions to be treated equally 

As mentioned previously, the Act is founded on the characterisation of relationships as 
‘partnerships of equals’.240 Section 15, read alongside s 1M(b), should recognise unpaid 
work in the home through an adjusted award.241 The courts have recognised that financial 
and non-financial contributions ought to be treated equally, but this purpose is often 
frustrated by the application of s 15. Lady Hale in the House of Lords spoke about this 
problem:242 

 
It is easy to count the money or property which one has acquired. It is impossible to 
count the value which the other has added to their lives together. One is counted in 
money or money’s worth. The other is counted in domestic comfort and happiness. 

 
Problematic judicial dicta has undermined domestic contributions and afforded a higher 
value to financial contributions. As Wendy Parker states “the valiant attempts to 
accommodate differences has been met with criticism that the focus on contributions has 
disadvantaged the providers of domestic contributions”.243 
 
In M v B William Young P sympathised with the argument that if the wife had worked 
throughout the marriage, the husband would not have assumed any shortfall in domestic 
responsibilities but that, instead, “nannies and the like would have been employed”.244 He 
considered that such an argument could often be plausibly deployed. As correctly pointed 
out by the High Court in Jack v Jack, this view is too simplistic and ignores the real value 
of contributions made by the homemaker.245 Judges have also attempted to inquire into 
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whether the financially weaker party chose not to work so that they could play tennis.246 
While the courts have gradually moved away from demeaning dicta, it is still easy for 
them to lose sight that the proper focus is on what the parties together chose to do, rather 
than what they should have or could have done. If the nanny argument could be 
successfully used, a s 15 claim for enhanced income could never succeed where the 
household income was high enough to pay for external domestic assistance.247 
 
Inadequate guidance gives rise to stereotypical assumptions about gender roles.248 For 
example in A v A the Family Court acknowledged that Mrs A had greater responsibility 
for the children, but found that the disparity was not due to the division of functions 
because she also worked throughout the relationship.249 This reflects underlying 
expectations about the stereotypical role of mothers and reduces the value placed on the 
private sphere. Inadequate guidance risks the courts withholding compensation where 
both parties have participated in the paid labour market, but one party has taken on a far 
greater portion of domestic functions, effectively carrying a double burden. Section 15 
still allows for an approach that considers entrepreneurial skills intrinsically more 
valuable than domestic contributions. The conceptualisation of the private and public 
sphere as equally necessary for the perpetuation of society requires clear purposes and 
principles to guide the courts in the exercise of their discretion.250   

2 Regard to economic advantages and disadvantages 

Prima facie s 15 compensates for the claimant’s loss of potential income, or the enhanced 
income of the financially stronger party. This accords with the principle in s 1N(c), that 
courts should have regard to both economic advantages and disadvantages. The courts 
have ostensibly accepted this principle. For example, in X v X Robertson J commented 
that the courts will need to consider compensation under s 15 “when a person has 
supported a spouse to obtain qualifications and experience which provide that spouse 
with an enhanced future earning capacity”.251 
 

  
246  Elias, above n 38, at 15. 
247  Shaw, above n 241, at 540. 
248  Heidi Gray “Inequality in Equal Division: Embracing a Canadian Approach to Remedy Economic 
 Inequality Upon Relationship Breakdown” (LLB (Hons) Dissertation, University of Otago, 2009) at 
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249  A v A [2008] NZFLR 297 (HC). 
250  Archana Parashar “Teaching Family Law as Feminist Critique of Law” (2000) 23 UNSWLJ 58 at 74. 
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However, the courts have proved reluctant to have regard to enhanced income capacities, 
opting instead to focus on the loss to the claimant’s income potential.252 In M v B, 
William Young P viewed compensation for impairment of earning capacity as “likely to 
be easier to obtain than a redistribution of the other party’s allegedly enhanced earning 
capacity”.253 This problem was also recently observed in Scott v Williams. The High 
Court and Court of Appeal rejected the decision of the Family Court to include an 
assessment of enhanced income in the final award. The Family Court originally awarded 
Ms Scott $850,000, but the High Court reduced the quantum to $280,000. Faire J could 
see no evidence that the division of functions resulted in the husband having 
opportunities to develop his earning capacity he would not otherwise have had.254 The 
Court of Appeal agreed, holding that Mr Williams could command the salary he was on 
regardless of whether he had been in a relationship or single.255 The Court added that in 
any event, the enhancement was mutual as Mr Williams had supported his wife whilst she 
returned to studying for a period of time, therefore any assistance she gave should be 
offset by enhancement to her own career.256 
 
The most significant circumvention of the Act’s guiding principles was seen in an extra-
judicial remark by Hon John Priestly:257 
 

There is an uneasy illogicality in the assumption that the gifted partner or the 
workaholic or the fortunate who has built up a large pool of non-core assets (s 11(c)) 
owe that success solely or even largely to the function, activities and support of the 
other partner. 

 
This view is problematic for two reasons: first, the jurisdictional hurdle that requires an 
established causal link between the disparity and the division of functions likely 
precludes claims where disparity was largely or solely attributable to ‘gift’ or talent 
(which itself opens the door to speculation). Secondly, it ignores that the “function, 
activities and support” of the financially weaker party likely enabled their partner to gain 
an enhanced income.  
 

  
252  Shaw, above n 241, at 537. See also P v P [2005] NZFLR 689 (HC) at [60]-[61]. 
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The courts’ approach to enhanced income claims is out of touch with the spirit of the Act 
and the reality that on separation the higher income-earner is left with a significant 
additional asset.258 The principle in s 1N(c) has not had a strong bearing on court 
decisions. The purpose and principles of the Act have not guided the courts to the extent 
demanded by the discretionary nature of s 15.  

C Veneration For Precedent 

The lack of guidance from the provision and wider statutory context would, under normal 
circumstances, heighten the reliance placed on precedent in order to achieve some level 
of consistency and predictability of decisions.259 But in applying s 15, courts face the 
auxiliary problem in respect of the constraints on the use of precedent. There are few 
appellate decisions to guide lower courts. The cases that have come before the courts 
predominantly involve the traditional blueprint of a relationship, even though the Act is 
intended to apply to a spectrum of relationships.260  
 
In any case, the courts have been warned against a veneration of precedent in the case of 
“social legislation which has to keep pace with changing conditions and expectations”.261 
Over-reliance on precedent risks creating a ‘straightjacket’ ill-suited to the variety of 
circumstances coming before the courts. This is reasoned on the same basis as the 
decision to confer a broad discretion. The type of order required to remedy economic 
disparity will change depending on the individual circumstances of the case. The courts 
should not approach s 15 with the same mind-set derived from earlier legislation.  
 
Yet in 1998 when the reforms were introduced, Hon Douglas Graham stated “in drafting 
the Bill, as far as possible the terminology and concepts of the Matrimonial Property Act 
have been retained so that the existing body of case law under the 1976 Act can be tapped 
into”.262 This reflects the paradox of encouraging the courts to rely on precedent, but at 
the same time emphasising the importance of individualised justice.  
 
Therein lies the quandary. Broad discretionary provisions require effective external aids 
to guide court decisions. This is particularly true for s 15 because it introduced a new 
policy direction. Not only did Parliament confer the wrong type of discretion, but the 
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purpose and principles of the Act, as well as precedent, have not provided enough 
guidance to mitigate this. Judicial reluctance to depart from the equal sharing rule and 
give appropriate weight to the principles underlying the provision has caused significant 
disruption to the development and application of s 15. 
 
VII Section 15: What Could Have Been? 
Section 15 has proved to be an ineffective vehicle for achieving the ambition of 
substantive equality. As discussed, a combination of factors contributed to this. Even so, 
new law reform will never be perfect. Operational glitches and complications are 
inevitable in new machinery. Legislation cannot completely future-proof against 
unforeseen developments.263 But most of the problems in regard to s 15 arose due to 
deficiencies in the reform process rather than the inability to future proof. Many of the 
provision’s difficulties were, or could have been, anticipated by Parliament. This section 
discusses the three options available to Parliament at the time of s 15’s reform: address 
economic disadvantage through spousal maintenance orders; treat enhanced earning 
capacity as relationship property; or provide the court with discretion to adjust the 
division of relationship property (a s 15-type award).264 Obviously, the merit of these 
alternatives will be discussed with the benefit of hindsight. But Parliament anticipated 
problems in using a blunt tool such as s 15. Had many of the law reform challenges 
discussed in this paper been mitigated or reconciled, Parliament would likely have lead 
this reform down one of the following routes. 

A Maintenance Avenue 

An obvious alternative to s 15 was to amend the maintenance provisions in the Family 
Proceedings Act 1980 to address economic disparities based on need and compensatory 
principles. This approach was supported by the 1988 Working Group, which envisaged 
more emphasis placed on the role of maintenance and encouraging the courts to award 
lump sum maintenance out of the matrimonial property pool. The National Party also 
intended to take this route if they were re-elected in 1999, despite initially not addressing 
economic disparity in the De Facto and Matrimonial Property Bills.265  
 
The symbiotic relationship between property division and maintenance has already been 
discussed in Part V. Under this approach, courts could award maintenance based on the 
relative means of the parties. Courts could order lump sum payments to reduce any 
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problems associated with ongoing periodical payments. This more prescribed approach 
would have mitigated the difficulties associated with undertaking future predictions and 
“but for” assessments seen under s 15. It would have strengthened the interrelationship 
between property division, maintenance and child support contained in s 32 of the Act.  

1 Illustration: Canada’s spousal support provisions 

Canada provides a tangible illustration of this approach. Canada is a useful comparator 
jurisdiction because the Canadian model follows a similar structure to New Zealand – 
issues of property division and maintenance are contained in different pieces of 
legislation.266 Spousal maintenance is governed at the Federal level by the Divorce 
Act.267 Provincial statutes determine the division of property.  
 
Canada’s spousal support provisions are based on both compensatory and needs-based 
objectives.268 Under s 15.2(1) a court may make an order requiring a spouse to pay a 
lump or periodic sum deemed reasonable for the support of the other spouse. Courts must 
consider certain factors, such as the length of cohabitation, the functions performed by 
each spouse during cohabitation and any other orders or arrangements made.269 Section 
15.2(6) states the objectives of an order. Objectives include recognising “any economic 
advantages or disadvantages to the spouses arising from the marriage or its 
breakdown”,270 relieving economic hardship,271 and “in so far as practicable” promoting 
economic self-sufficiency of each spouse within a reasonable amount of time.272 The first 
of these objectives is similar to s 15. The latter objective reflects the clean break 
principle. The term “in so far as practicable” requires the courts to consider the principle 
when making awards, but they should not be unnecessarily constrained by it.273 Canada 
places less emphasis on the clean break principle than New Zealand. 
 
An approach similar to Canada’s is desirable for a number of reasons. The fact that both 
need and compensation are encompassed in the same award resolves the philosophical 
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tensions between maintenance and economic disparity claims outlined in Part V. Further, 
the causation hurdle in Canada is much easier to satisfy. Economic advantage or 
disadvantage merely needs to arise from the marriage or its breakdown, rather than from 
the division of functions throughout the relationship. Finally, compensation in Canada is 
not limited by the relationship property pool. This means that financial inequality is far 
more likely to be remedied because compensation can be paid in periodic payments based 
on the higher income earner’s earning capacity. One of the concerns of s 15 was that the 
financially stronger party’s circumstances may change, rendering a lump sum award 
unfair. The ability of the courts to choose between capital or periodical payments gives 
flexibility and mitigates this concern. 

B Treating Enhanced Earning Capacity as Relationship Property 

Submitters to the Government Administration Committee in 1999 suggested treating 
enhanced earning capacity, or future earnings, as relationship property available for 
division.274 The Court in Z v Z (No 2) certainly saw merit in this approach, but thought it 
would be going beyond Parliament’s intent to treat Mr Z’s enhanced earning as 
property.275 The insertion of ss 1M and 1N as part of the 2001 reform package represents 
a fresher approach to property division.276 Widening the property pool would therefore 
have been consistent with the new spirit and principles of the Act. However, the courts 
would need to be satisfied that the enhanced earning capacity is the product of combined 
efforts throughout the relationship.277 This would yield problems associated with 
establishing causation seen with s 15.   

C Discretionary Lump Sum Award 

The final route considered, and taken, by Parliament was the s 15-type lump sum award.  
Parliamentary and Select Committee scrutiny highlighted the difficulties in the drafting of 
s 15. The choice of a discretionary lump sum award would have been more effective had 
the provision been varied in regard to the level of discretion conferred, establishment of 
jurisdiction and calculation of quantum. 
 
A move away from the causative requirement of proving loss due to the division of 
functions would have provided a more accessible remedy. Quantifying future economic 
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loss by reference to retrospective roles in the relationship is arbitrarily restrictive.278 The 
requisite jurisdictional hurdle could have been based on a comparison of income and 
living standards. A comparative income approach would better encompass disparity 
caused by income diminution suffered and enhancement gained. This approach would 
ensure that a party whom did not have an established career prior to the relationship is not 
precluded from bringing a claim. 
 
Parliament recognised the need for some judicial flexibility in the calculation of quantum, 
but this could have operated within a set of defined parameters. Parliament was aware 
that broad discretion in this area of the law had not worked well previously. One 
approach could have been to provide for the calculation of quantum according to 
specified percentage bands based on the level of economic disparity.279 The degree of 
disparity would have determined the award. This could have been altered according to 
specified guiding factors. Factors could include childcare burdens, the length of the 
relationship, current and future earning capacity, age and health and length of time out of 
the workforce. Some of these factors are already considered by the courts when 
determining whether a s 15 order is just.280 But this would have placed the level of 
discretion closer to the middle of the continuum between rules and discretion. Under such 
an approach, courts would have made more consistent inquiries. It would also have 
reduced the cost and complexity of engaging expert valuations.281 Judges have 
undertaken this type of calculation of quantum for years and in many areas of the law, 
such as assessing other exceptions to the equal sharing rule and child support 
payments.282 
 
One other adaption could have been to draft s 15 in a way that conferred an option 
between lump sum awards and periodic payments. Though this would give rise to tension 
with the clean break principle, it would have ensured that the absence of capital assets did 
not cancel the obligation to pay compensation. It would have alleviated the issue of 
economic disparity awards being “reserved for the rich”.283 
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1 Illustration: Canada’s ‘Spousal Support Advisory Guidelines’ 

Canada’s Spousal Support Advisory Guidelines provide guidance to the courts in 
determining quantum and the duration of awards.284  The Guidelines provide formulas for 
calculating awards that include factors such as duration of the marriage and the difference 
in the incomes of the parties. Courts still retain discretion in determining the final amount 
within the range determined by the formula, guided by some general considerations such 
as the needs of the parties and the amount of property received in division. Courts can 
also depart from the prescribed formula in exceptional circumstances, such as where the 
objectives of the Act are better served through a higher or lower quantum. The nature of 
the award can be altered without changing the overall quantum, for example by 
increasing the annual amount and shortening the duration of the award and vice versa.285 
 
The Guidelines determine duration of awards based on the length of the relationship, 
whereas s 15 is calculated on the basis of the amount of time it is predicted the financially 
weaker spouse will reach his or her “but for” earning capacity.286 The policy behind the 
Canadian approach is that spouses’ financial situations merge over time, so the longer the 
duration of the marriage, the more likely the financially weaker spouse has suffered 
disadvantages from it.287  It is easier to determine the parties’ actual incomes and the 
duration of the marriage than the “but for” incomes of the parties.288 Similar factors could 
have been included in guidance provided to the courts under s 15. 
 
Ultimately, the adapted version of s 15 would have been preferable. But there were 
obviously restrictions operating on Parliament at the time of s 15’s reform which 
precluded it from achieving a better version of the provision. Progressing a law reform 
agenda is inextricably linked to the policy direction of the Government. Regardless of the 
legislative mechanism used, there needed to be a development of the underlying 
objectives of the provision and a straightforward method of application consistent with 
those objectives.289  
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VIII Conclusion 
Section 15 has been heralded as a poor law reform attempt not because of its ambitions, 
but due to its failure to deliver on them. Major impediments to the reform process 
detrimentally affected the resulting provision. The provision’s hasty reform process 
resulted in a vague policy justification and unclear objectives. Law that does not conform 
to discernable underlying principles will not be executed well. A central difficulty of this 
reform was establishing a clear conceptual approach to be taken. It is acceptable for 
reform to be based on different theories to the regime in which it sits, as long as the 
theories and principles are clearly articulated and form a cohesive piece of legislation.  
But the terms of reference to s 15’s reform were isolated – not enough forethought was 
put into how s 15 was to fit within the wider statutory scheme. The broad discretion and 
insufficient statutory guidance has meant that the provision fails to empower the courts to 
reach satisfactory decisions. Cumulatively, these factors led to the lack of a clear policy 
“story” that s 15 was to follow.  
 
Nonetheless, perfect should not be the enemy of the good.290 Parliament recognised that 
action was better than inaction. Even if the provision has only marginally remedied 
economic disparity, some form of remedy (albeit a poorly formulated one) is better than 
no remedy at all. The law has an important signalling effect; it provides legitimacy to the 
claims of financially weaker parties who have contributed to the relationship in non-
financial ways. This reform was a step in the right direction towards substantive 
equality.291 
 
This paper has identified law reform hazards faced by s 15. This should inform the steps 
and precautions taken in relation to any future reform of s 15. The hastiness of s 15’s 
reform reflects a broader feature of New Zealand’s legislating culture - often there is 
more focus on getting reform through, rather than getting it right.292 Future amendments 
to s 15 must recognise the intricate nature of the economic disparity issue, and involve a 
policy development process that identifies a clear problem and response. This should be 
influenced by evidence, research and consultation rather than anecdotal evidence and 
social assumptions.  
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At the time of writing, the Law Commission is undertaking an examination on New 
Zealand’s relationship property legislation. It will soon publish an Issues Paper and Study 
Paper on a number of matters, including s 15. The Commission will undertake nation-
wide consultation and publish documents on online digital platforms to increase public 
engagement.293 Following public feedback, the Commission will present the Government 
with recommendations devised on the basis of evidence and public input.  
 
The Commission’s forthcoming work could be the motivation that Parliament needs to 
engage in further reform to s 15, and will likely prevent the repeating of the mistakes 
previously made. But reforming a significant piece of social legislation is no easy feat. 
Political appetite is needed due to the extensive political debate that inevitably surrounds 
social reform. Whether the Government will consider s 15 to be ripe for scrutiny is 
uncertain. If s 15 does reappear on the legislative agenda, one can only hope the 
challenges outlined in this paper do not re-emerge.  
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XI  Appendix 1 
 

Property (Relationships) Act 1976 

 

Purpose and principles 

1M   Purpose of this Act 

The purpose of this Act is— 

(a) to reform the law relating to the property of married couples and civil union 
couples, and of couples who live together in a de facto relationship: 

(b) to recognise the equal contribution of both spouses to the marriage 
partnership, of civil union partners to the civil union, and of de facto partners 
to the de facto relationship partnership: 

(c) to provide for a just division of the relationship property between the 
spouses or partners when their relationship ends by separation or death, and 
in certain other circumstances, while taking account of the interests of any 
children of the marriage or children of the civil union or children of the de 
facto relationship. 

 

1N   Principles 

The following principles are to guide the achievement of the purpose of this Act: 

(a) the principle that men and women have equal status, and their equality 
should be maintained and enhanced: 

(b) the principle that all forms of contribution to the marriage partnership, civil 
union, or the de facto relationship partnership, are treated as equal: 

(c) the principle that a just division of relationship property has regard to the 
economic advantages or disadvantages to the spouses or partners arising 
from their marriage, civil union, or de facto relationship or from the ending 
of their marriage, civil union, or de facto relationship: 

(d) the principle that questions arising under this Act about relationship property 
should be resolved as inexpensively, simply, and speedily as is consistent 
with justice. 
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